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The Sturm-Picone comparison theorem and its various extensions to 
linear elliptic partial differential equations [l], [3], [5], [6], [ll], and [12] have 
the following form: If a differential equation (I) has a nontrivial solution u in 
a domain G C Rn such that u vanishes identically on aG, and if a second 
differential equation (2) majorizes (1) in some sense, then every solution e, 
of (2) vanishes at some point in G. The majorization hypothesis in the earlier 
results was in the “strict Sturmian sense” that certain pointwise inequalities 
between the coefficients of (1) and (2) hold throughout G. (See [I] and [3] for 
details). It was shown by Clark and the author [l] and [ll] that this hypo- 
thesis can be replaced by a considerably weaker integral inequality, which 
also arises naturally in the present investigation. 
If the differential equations are nonlinear, the conclusion of the comparison 
theorem under analogous hypotheses is false in general, as shown below by an 
example. However, Redheffer [9] h as p roved that the Sturmian conclusion is 
true for a special class of quasilinear elliptic differential inequalities, for which 
the second derivative terms of the two inequalities are identical and the 
coefficients have a particular functional form. For the differential inequalities 
under consideration here, a comparison theorem will be derived with the 
following weaker conclusion: Either V(X) < u(x) at every point x of some 
nonempty subdomain G’ of G or v(x) = 0 f or Some x E aG. (Here it is assumed 
that u(x) > 0 in G). In the case of uniformly elhptic differential equations, a 
form of Hopf’s maximum principle [8] is derived which leads to the following 
sharper conclusion of the comparison theorem: v(x) < U(X) at every point x 
of some G’ C G unless v(x) is a constant multiple of u(x). Finally, a nonoscillation 
criterion of Glazman’s type [2, p. 1581 is obtained as an application of the 
main theorem. 
Let G be a bounded domain in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn whose 
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boundary B has a piecewise continuous unit normal. As usual, points in K” 
will be denoted by .2: = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,,) and differentiation with respect to .ui 
by Di , i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Let I be a closed real interval containing zero. Quasi- 
linear elliptic partial differential inequalities of the type 
lu = i DJ+(x) Dp] + uf(x, u) 2 0 (1) 
i,j -1 
and 
Lv = f D,[AJx) Dp] + vF(x, v) < 0 
i.j=l 
will be under consideration for x E G, u, v E I. The functions a, and A, are 
assumed to be real-valued and continuous on G, the matrices (Q) and &) 
symmetric and positive definite in G, and the functionsf and F real-valued 
and continuous on G x I. The domain a, of L is defined as the set of all 
real-valued functions ZJ E Cl(G) with range in I such that all derivatives of ZJ 
involved in Lv exist and are continuous at every point in G. A solution of (2) 
is understood to be a real-valued function v E ZDL satisfying (2) at every point 
in G, and a parallel definition applies to (1). 
Let M, V be the functionals defined by 
M[u] = 1, [z A,j(x) DiuDju - u2F(x, u)] dx, 
respectively, whose common domain 33 is the set of all real-valued functions 
u E Cl(G) with range in I such that u vanishes on B. The following additional 
notation will be used for arbitrary u, u E ID: 
@[u, 4 = 1, u2(x)[F(x, 44) - F(x, v(x))] dx. 
THEOREM 1. If there exists a solution u E II) of (1) such that u > 0 in G and 
V[u] > 0, then every positive solution v of (2) on e satisJies @[u, v] > 0. 
Proof. The following identity is valid in G for every u E I, and every 
v E a, which does not vanish in G: 
z &j(X) Xi4 + 1 Ddu2 ‘i) 
= C A,~(x) D;uDp - u2F(x, u) + f Lv + W(X, u) - F(x, v)h (3) 
id 
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where 
xi = vD,(u/v), Yi = ‘,c A,~(x) Djv, i = 1, 2,. .., n. 
1 
The proof is virtually the same as that given in [ 121. Since Lv/v < 0 in G 
integration of (3) over G gives the inequality 
Wu] + @‘[u, v] 3j c D,(u”Yi) dx, (4) 
G i 
equality iff Xi is identically zero for each i = 1, 2,..., n and Lv S: 0, i.e., v is 
a constant multiple of u and Lv = 0. However, u = 0 on B and ?I# 0 on B, 
and hence the inequality in (4) is strict. Since u = 0 on B, Green’s formula 
shows that the integral on the right side of (4) is zero, and therefore 
@[u, v] > -M[u]. The hypotheses on u and Green’s formula 
v[u] + M[u] = -s, ulu dx + s, u c aijviDju ds, 
i.i 
(vi) denoting the exterior unit normal to B, imply that M[u] < 0, and con- 
sequently @[u, V] > 0. 
In the linear case F(x, U) = N(x) f or all u E I, @[u, v] = 0 trivially, and 
Theorem 1 shows that no solution of Lv < 0 can be positive everywhere on 
e. Then also no solution of Lv 3 0 can be negative everywhere on e. Con- 
sequently every solution of Lv = 0 must vanish at some point x E G. Theorem 
1 therefore implies the genera1 form of the n-dimensional (weak) Sturmian 
theorem [I]. 
Under the additional hypothesis that the function v -+F(x, v) is nonde- 
creasing on I for every x E G, it follows in particular from Theorem 1 that there 
exists a subdomain (nonunique) G, C G such that v(x) < u(x) for all x E G, . 
The simple counterexample below shows that this conclusion is false without 
the monotonicity hypothesis on F. It shows in particular that the Sturmian 
conclusion is false for nonlinear differential equations. 
Let n = 1 and take G, I to be the intervals (0, .rr), [0, (T? + 1)/2], respec- 
tively. Consider the differential equations 
lu f u” + u = 0, 
Lv zz vn + H(x, v) = 0, 
where 
H(x, v) = 1; if O<v<$ 
if 4 < v < (79 + 1)/2. 
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The function u := sin x satisfies the conditions III : 0 in G, u --’ 0 in 
G, u(0) = U(V) = 0, and 
However, the equation Lv = 0 has the solution v m:: (1 A- n2 -- x2)/2 and 
evidently V(X) > U(X) on 0 < .r :: 7~. 
The Duffing equation Lv = v” + ‘i: + kBa3 -z 0 is another interesting 
example to which Theorem 1 is applicable. See for example [lo, p. 161 for 
a discussion of this equation. 
The operator L is said to be uniformly elliptic in G if Aij E Cl(G), 
i,j = 1,2 >...Y n, and there exists a positive number /z such that 
(5) 
for all x E En and all x E G. 
The notation D,v(xO) will be used for the directional derivative of v at 
x0 E B in the direction V, regarded as the limit from within G of v . TV(X) 
(whenever it exists). 
In the case that v is a solution of a uniformly elliptic equation Lv = 0 in G, 
sharper versions of Theorem 1 will now be obtained with the aid of the 
Lemma below. The proof is similar to that given by Protter and Weinberger 
[8] and Kreith [6] recently in the linear case. 
LEMMA. Suppose that L is uniformly elliptic in G. Suppose also that the 
boundary B has continuous curvature at every point. If v >- 0 and Lv = 0 
throughout G and if v(x”) = 0 for some 9 E B, then D,v(xO) < 0. 
Proof. It can be assumed without loss of generality that B is tangent to 
the hyperplane x1 = b and that the exterior normal to B at x0 is in the positive 
xi direction. For N > 0, consider the function h defined by 
h(x) = 2 - exp[a(x, - a)] 
in the slab a ‘,< xi :< b, where a is any number satisfying the inequalities 
b > a :- b - (log 2)/w (6) 
Let G’ denote the intersection of G with the slab a C. x1 < b. It is clear from 
(6) that 
0 < h(x) .: I for XEG’U 8G’. (7) 
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Define u = v/h on G’ u aG’, and substitute v = uh into the differential 
equation Lv = 0 to obtain 
h 1 D,(A,,Dju) + 2 C (x A,,D,h) D,u + uK[x; u, h] = 0, (8) 
i.j t j 
where 
K[x; U, h] = 1 D,(A,jDjh) + hF(x, uh) 
i.j 
= -[2&(x) + aDIAll(x)] e’+‘) + hF(r, uh). (9) 
By hypothesis there exist positive constants ci , c2 , and ca such that 
4,(x) >, Cl ? &A,,(X) > -c2 , and F(x, uh) < ca (10) 
in G’. It follows from (7), (9), and (10) that K[x; U, h] < 0 for all x E G 
provided 01 is sufficiently large, and hence the Hopf maximum principle can 
be applied to the solution u of (8) in G’ [8, p. 651. Since u = vjlz has a zero 
minimum at x0, the Hopf principle shows that 
0 > D,u(x”) = D,(v/h)(xO) = D,v(xO)/h(xO) 
and, hence, that Oiv(ti) < 0. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that L is uniformly elliptic in G, that the function 
v +F(x, v) is nondecreasing on I for every s f G, and that B has continuous 
curvature at every point. If there exists a solution u E 3 of (1) such that u > 0 
in G and V[u] >, 0, then every solution v of Lv == 0 in G has one of the follow- 
ing properties: (i) v is a constant multiple qf u, or (ii) there exists a subdomain 
G, C G such that v(x) < u(x) for all x E G,. . 
Proof. Evidently it is enough to consider the case v > 0 in G. If v(x”) = 0 
for some x0 E B, then D,v(xO) < 0 by the Lemma and similarly [8, p. 661 
D,v(x”) < 0 for any external direction h to B at x0. By L’Hospital’s rule, 
uz/v has the limit 0 as x - x0 along A, and hence a rather routine limit argu- 
ment shows that 
It then follows from (4) that 
Wu] + @[u, v]2 0, 
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equality iff v is a constant multiple of U. However, M[u] :.< 0 as in the proof 
of Theorem 1 and hence @[u, v] 3 0, equality only if u is a constant multiple 
of U. The conclusion then follows from the hypothesis that F(x, v) is n(Jn- 
decreasing on I. 
A nonoscillation criterion of the Kneser-Hille-Glazman type [2] will now 
be obtained as an application of Theorem 1. Let K be an unbounded domain 
in Rn; it is not required to be quasiconical, quasicylindrical, quasibounded, 
or otherwise restricted in its “size at infinity.” (The case of bounded R is 
excluded since the nonoscillation theorem obtained below is obviously true 
in this case under the regularity conditions imposed.) The following notations 
will be used: 
R,. == R n {x E R” : i x 1 :> r}; S, = {x E R u aR : / x 1 -_ r}. 
The differential inequality (1) will be under consideration in R, where the 
aij are real-valued and continuous in R u aR, I is uniformly elliptic in R, and 
fis real-valued and continuous in (R u aR) x I. If I is bounded, 1 is neces- 
sarily restricted to bounded functions in R. We also allow I to be unbounded, 
but then Theorem 3 below gives no information unlessf(x, U) is bounded on 
I for each .X E R. 
A bounded domain G C R” is said to be a nodal domain of a nontrivial 
solution u of (1) iff u = 0 identically on %G. Following Glazman [2, p. 1581, 
we say that (1) is oscilkztory in R iff there exists a nontrivial solution U, of (1) 
with a nodal domain G, C R, for all r Y 0, and nonoscillatory otherwise. 
Define 
THEOREM 3. The inequality lu 3 0 is nonoscillatory in R if 1 is uniformly 
elliptic in R with ellipticity constant k and 
limzup r2g(r) < (rr - 2)2k/4. (11) 
PYOO~. Suppose to the contrary that (1) h as a nontrivial solution u, with 
a nodal domain G, C R, for all Y > 0. By hypothesis (11) there exist positive 
constants r0 and c such that 
y2g(y) < c <: (n - 2)2 k/4 
for all r > r. . Let C(X) = c/r” (r -= 1 x I) an compare (1) with the separable d 
equation 
k i Di2v + C(x) v = 0, 
i=l 
x E G,. (Y > Ye). (12) 
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Since 
C +DiuDju >, k i (Dp)” 
i.i i=l 
and 
fh 4 G g(r) < C(x) 
for all u E I and x E G, , the variation V[u] between (1) and (12) taken over 
G, is positive. Then Theorem 1 shows that every positive solution z, of (12) 
satisfies @[u, ZJ] > 0, contradicting the obvious fact that @[u, V] = 0 for the 
linear equation (12). Also ZJ cannot be everywhere negative in G, since -v 
would then be a positive solution in G, . Hence every solution of (12) has a 
zero at some point in G, . 
However, a routine separation of variables of (12) in hyperspherical 
coordinates [7, p. 581 shows that (12) has radial solutions 
where 5 satisfies the Euler equation 
k $ (,-l$, + CP-~[ = 0. 
Since c < (n -. 2)2 k/4, the solutions of this equation are nonoscillatory, and 
the contradiction establishes Theorem 3. 
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